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OUTLINE
● Bridge2Hyku basics
● B2H at...

○ University of Houston
○ University of Victoria
○ Texas Digital Library

● W hat’s next?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about the grant and dive a little deeper into what this work has looked like at the different institutions, sharing what we’ve done, what we’ve learned about the platform and migration, and what’s nextWhat we’d like for you to take away from this presentation is and understanding of the goals and products of Bridge2Hyku and an understanding of how there are many different considerations to system selection and migration
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BASICS
● 2 Year IMLS grant project (lg-70-17-0217-17)

● Based at University of Houston with partner 
institutions: University of Victoria, University of 
Miami, IUPUI, and Texas Digital Library

● Advisors/Stakeholders: Stanford, Indiana, DPLA, 
Duraspace. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall project aim is to produce a community resource for migrations that includes both information and tooling This is a 2-year grant project led by University of Houston with many partners and stakeholders, including: University of Victoria in British Columbia, Canada; University of Miami; IUPUI: Indiana University - Purdue University Indianapolis; and TDL - the Texas Digital Library.Advisors and stakeholders include Stanford University, Indiana University, DPLA: Digital Public Library of America, and DuraspaceWe all work together on strategy and development sprintsOf course, want to thank IMLS and all of our partners and stakeholders
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GOALS
● Migration strategies and best practices
● B2H website 
● Migration software 

○ Export
○ Import

● Community support and sustainability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many institutions migration from one platform to another, The goal of the project is to create a community resource that will assist institutions considering a migration from their current digital content delivery system - with a focus on CONTENTdm to the Hyku platform.Hyku is an open source digital repositoryThe B2H Toolkit will include general information about digital collection migration planning, specific information about modeling data for and migrating to Hyku, and software tooling for analyzing and extracting data from existing repository platforms.One component of this resource, or “toolkit”, is a website. The website will provide general information about migration strategies and best practices and links to the software we are developing. We’re bringing together resources that may already be available as well as creating new content. This content covers migration work both generally and then also with specific focus on CONTENTdm and HykuThe other component of this toolkit is software applications to facilitate the export of data from CONTENTdm and import into Hyku. Dean will discuss these a little more in a bitOur goal is to provide information and tools that assist people with varying roles and technical skills, consider, plan, and complete a system migration.We’re also committed to developing community support for these resources and tools and are thinking about sustainability
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Conduct needs 
assessment 
(metadata and 
system 
requirements)

✓ Develop and document 
B2H Toolkit and 
website

Assess, Improve, and 
Promote B2H Toolkit. 

TIMELINE

✓

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st phase began late 2017, was completed about a year agoMoved into phase 2 - Focus on developing B2H Toolkit and websiteNow moved into the final phase where we’re promoting the toolkit and looking for assess and improve all of our tools
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BRIDGE2HYKU AT...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now diving into the project work in the context of our different organizations and how we’re all contributing to the work of system migration
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UH
● System selection...

○ Limitations of CONTENTdm
○ Initially chose Hydra-in-a-Box (Hyku)

● ...And migration
○ Bridge2Hyku

● UH pivot to Hyrax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To describe a little bit about how B2H came about….At UH, process began around 2015 to select a new digital library platformComing up against some of the limitations of CONTENTdm for our needsWhile locally we transitioned to Hyrax, the grant project remained focus on Hyku as work continues on that and it may be a solution for others. - - There are also elements of the toolkit that serve a more general purpose, so while Hyku is a key part of the end to end bridge that we’ve built, we wanted our grant projects to be as generalizable as possible
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UH + PARTNERS
● Develop and prioritize use cases for the 

toolkit

● Lead development of products:
○ W ebsite
○ CDM Bridge
○ HyBridge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work of B2H centers around these products, as described in the grant goals Began with activities around generating and prioritizing user stories by the partnersThen work on the different products began - the website, CDM Bridge, and HyBridge - which I’ll talk a little more about now 



WEBSITE
● Migration best practices

● Online resources

● Toolkit instructions and info

● Hyku features
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The site houses information on migration best practices,Our hope is that the Bridge 2 Hyku Website can be a hub of information for anyone making the move from CONTENTdm to Hyku or, really, for anyone migrating from one digital asset management system to another.It includes online resources such as blog posts about specific issues related to migration, links to other useful sites, and  offers a framework for migrationThe site gives instructions and information around the migration ToolkitAnd it gives general information about Hyku itself 



CDM BRIDGE - http://bit.ly/cdm-bridge

● Desktop Electron-app

● W orks with local and hosted CONTENTdm (CDM)

● Metadata crosswalking

● Export csv and files 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Easily downloadableCan be used for metadata analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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HYBRIDGE- http://bit.ly/hykubridge

● Ruby Gem for Hyrax and Hyku

● Creates easy to use tab for bulk ingest

● Allows collection-specific ingest 

● Seamlessly integrated with CDM Bridge’s output 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, we have chosen to go with Hyrax, and while this tool was designed specifically for Hyku, it was used as the basis of the bulk import tool that we now use in the digital library we’re developing.Our next steps for B2H are to share out this work, get input from the community and testers, and make improvements in responseNow Dean will talk about the work of University of Victoria with the Bridge2Hyku grant and their migration
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UVic - CDM Migrator
● Created by Braydon Justice at 

UVic

● Allows for collection properties 
w ithin CONTENTdm to be 
mapped to Hyku properties 
w ithout developer mediation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dean:UVic became involved with the Bridge2Hyku grant and CDM migrator was one tool that drove our participation in the project from the outset CDM migrator was initially created by Braydon Justice our developer at the University of Victoria so that the collection by collection mapping of properties from CONTENTdm to Hyku (locally branded as Vault) could happen easilySince CONTENTdm requires properties to be created separately for each collection, our instance of it had a lot of variability in what properties were assigned to each collection so we knew we needed something in place to map multiple CONTENTdm collections to our single Samvera application profileInitially it was a  standalone tool and the intent was always to make this available to the metadata team so we could do this mapping work ourselves (and not have to pass the mappings on to Braydon our developer)
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UVic - CDM Migrator
● CDM-Migrator w ithin hyku-vagrant stack

○ Modified for Hyrax 2.0  compliance

○ Hyku-vagrant stack created by Sean 
W atkins at UH

○ Technical users w ill be able to bring 
this up on a vagrant box and do a full 
test migration on it.  

https://github.com/UVicLibrary/cdm_migrator
https://bridge2hyku.github.io/toolkit/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dean:Thanks to our involvement with the Bridge2Hyku project Braydon worked with other project members, particularly University of Houston, to develop it further and to help with testing and refinements - it is Hyrax 2.0 compliant and is available on a hyku-vagrant stack

https://github.com/UVicLibrary/cdm_migrator
https://bridge2hyku.github.io/toolkit/
https://github.com/UVicLibrary/cdm_migrator
https://github.com/UVicLibrary/cdm_migrator
https://bridge2hyku.github.io/toolkit/
https://bridge2hyku.github.io/toolkit/
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UVic - CDM Migrator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dean:And just to show exactly how it works in action : it is integrated into the back end of our Hyku instanceThere are 2 steps involved in using it: the first is to use the CDM mapping Tool to do the mappings from the CONTENTdm collection to Hyku. Once you’ve done the mapping, it will generate a CSV that brings in the content or Values from the CONTENTdm field under the new Hyku properties (as instructed during the mapping) The second step is to take that mapping you’ve created and once you’re happy with changing the values you upload it using the CSV Batch Uploader. Again that’s something we can do in the metadata unit and it works quite well. 
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UVic - Migration

Remediation
● URI-centred (OpenRefine, 

Vaultify)
● Faceted Environment : 

Exploding out Subject 
Headings to component parts

● RightsStatements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dean:And just a couple of quick points about the migration process at UVic - so before we upload the CSV we need to do some remediationit takes some work to move to a URI centred model so we’re using OpenRefine and Vaultify (which is another UVic tool that the Bridge 2 Hyku team also worked on and helped refine) to  remediate textual values and convert them to URIs and also convert dates to EDTF format semi-automaticallyAnother thing we’re changing along the way is that we’re moving to a more faceted model so we’re taking geographics out from our general subject field and moving them to their own field ; same with genre . So during the process we are kind of exploding out our subject fields. And we’re also taking the opportunity of migration to standardize our Rights fields and adopt rightsstatements.org statements for every object And another good thing for us being involved in this project is the chance to share migration stories on the Bridge2Hyku site and blog about our particular migration experiences. That’s it for UVic and Nick is next to talk about Texas Digital Library
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Texas Digital Library (TDL)
● TDL Hyku pilot - January-June, 2018

○ University of Houston, UT Austin, Trinity University
○ Needs assessment and feasibility testing

● Joined Bridge2Hyku in September, 2018
○ Migration workflow tooling
○ Performance testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone,I’m Nick, and I’m going to talk a little bit about the Bridge2Hyku pilot from TDL’s perspective.As folks who were at TCDL last year may remember, we ran a Hyku pilot in the first several month of 2018. The participants were the University of Houston, UT Austin and Trinity University. The goals of that pilot centered on assessing the needs of our members for cultural heritage collections and the feasibility of standing up a Hyku instance, something we had never done before.We loved it so much that we asked the University of Houston if we could do it again. We joined the ongoing Bridge2Hyku pilot in September, 2018, and this time we wanted to focus on what it would take to maintain an active Hyku instance with tenants migrating content into the system. As such we added Munin and Prometheus to the Hyku server to measure the impact of the application on system resources. 
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TDL in B2H
● Launched two Hyku instances on AW S 

w/monitoring
○ Set up for performance testing  

● Refactored deployment to handle migration
○ Includes cdm_migrator and hybridge gems

● Mounted shared storage with Secure FTP access
○ Separated by Hyku tenant

● Additional tooling for generating derivatives
○ Custom built ImageMagick
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TDL in B2H
● Optimizing configuration for server load
● Attempted to add additional metadata to filesets
● Custom work type for cdm_migrator
● Lessons learned

○ Staging point for the data (Secure FTP, S3, etc.)
○ Managing spikes in system resources
○ Deeper Samvera knowledge/experience
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WHAT’S NEXT?
● Migration work continues

● B2H Project: Assess, improve, and promote toolkit

● W e need your help!

● Test our tools and share your feedback!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Migration work continues at UVic and UHFor the B2H project, Assess, improve, and promote toolkitIn order to do that, we need your help --Test out our tools, check out the website and let us know what works, what doesn’t, and what you’d like to seeCome check our our poster and we can share and demo the tools, we’d love to get some feedback
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THANKS! 

Background from unsplash.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks very much.Are there any questions?
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